Objective Paediatric early warning scores (EWS) were developed to detect deterioration in paediatric wards or emergency departments. The aim of this study was to assess the relationship between three paediatric EWS and clinical deterioration detected by the nurse in paediatric intermediate care units (PImCU). Methods This was a prospective, observational, multicentre study at seven French regional hospitals that included all children <18 years of age. Clinical parameters included in three EWS (Paediatric Advanced Warning Score, Paediatric Early Warning Score and Bedside Paediatric Early Warning System) were prospectively recorded every 8 hours or in case of deterioration. The outcome was a call to physician by the nurse when a clinical deterioration was observed. The cohort was divided into derivation and validation cohorts. An updated methodology for repeated measures was used and discrimination was estimated by the area under the receiver-operating curve. results A total of 2636 children were included for 14 708 observations to compute a posteriori the EWS. The discrimination of the three EWS for predicting calls to physicians by nurses was good (range: 0.87-0.91) for the derivation cohort and moderate (range: 0.71-0.76) for the validation cohort. Equations for probability thresholds of calls to physicians, taking into account the time t, the score at time t and the score at admission, are available. Conclusion These three EWS developed for children in paediatric wards or emergency departments can be used in PImCU to detect a clinical deterioration and predict the need for medical intervention. hospitals, Isabelle GRIT for her logistic help, Bertrand GUIDET and Corinne ALBERTI for their scientific advices.
InTrOduCTIOn
Intermediate care units (ImCU) or high dependency care units (HDC) are units between regular wards and intensive care units (ICUs) for patients who require monitoring due to potential organ failure. 1 A review on utilisation of ImCU reported diversity in their formats but common denominators are continuous monitoring and respiratory support, without mechanical ventilation and multiple vasoactive medications. 2 Children hospitalised in paediatric ImCU (PImCU) are at high risk of deterioration. Many paediatric early warning scores (EWS), aimed at the detection of deterioration, have been developed for patients in paediatric wards or emergency departments, using transfer to PICU, request for emergency assistance, or cardiac arrest as outcome variables. 3 4 These physiology-based scoring systems should alert staff to detect deterioration and accelerate access to appropriate intervention. No EWS has been developed for the population of PImCU to predict clinical deterioration. The aim of this study was to assess the relationship between three paediatric EWS (Paediatric Advanced Warning Score (PAWS), 5 Paediatric Early Warning Score (PEWS) 6 and Bedside Paediatric Early Warning System (Bedside PEWS) 7 and the deterioration of a child's condition detected by the nurse in PImCU and predict the need for medical intervention.
MeThOds setting
We performed a prospective observational study in seven PImCU of regional hospitals in northern France, each comprising four to six beds. Recruitments took place between 7 September 2012 and 7 January 2014. All patients admitted were assessed for eligibility.
data collection
Collected data included demographic parameters, medical background, course of the care, primary reason for admission and primary disease at admission.
Clinical parameters (referred to as 'observations' in this paper) were collected by nurses on patient day sheets (standardised for the study in the seven hospitals) for each patient at PImCU admission (=H0), every 8 hours, and at each time the nurse detected deterioration in the child's condition (collection data form provided in online supplementary appendix A, table S1). These parameters included temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, capillary refill time, oxygen saturation, respiratory rate, work of breathing (0-3), apnoea, oxygen therapy (room air/cannula/mask, flow and fractional inspired oxygen), level of consciousness (conscious/ voice response/pain response/unconscious). The three EWS, easy to use and routinely feasible at the bedside (PAWS coted 0-21; PEWS 0-9 and Bedside PEWS 0-26; detailed in online supplementary appendix A, table S2-S4), were computed a posteriori from these clinical parameters. Note that, the value of the scores was not available to nurses and physicians, and, thus not used to inform the decision-making at the bedside.
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Outcome
A call to physician by the nurse (yes or no) was the outcome variable. It was reported 'yes' only when the physician was called because the nurse was worried about the child's condition.
reproducibility
One day per week and for one observation per day and per patient (day and time of the collection left to the choice of the teams), the clinical parameters were collected simultaneously by the nurse in charge of the child and by a second observer (the attending physician), to determine reproducibility. The collection time was chosen by the team of the different centres but once chosen, remained the same throughout the study.
sample size
We estimated the number of calls to physician by nurses in hospitalised patients during their entire stay around 10%, as proposed by Tucker et al. 6 Calculation of the sample size was based on the method described by Hanley and McNeil. 8 We assumed an expected area under the receiver-operating curve (AUC) of 0.80. To show that the AUC was strictly better than 0.75, with a one-sided test (type I error=0.05, power=0.8) required 2000 patients. We, therefore, sought to recruit 2500 patients (corresponding to a power >0.85).
statistical analysis
When one or two of the clinical parameters were missing, the score was calculated by considering the missing values as normal. The scores with more than two missing parameters were not analysed. The missing data for each score are presented in online supplementary appendix A, table S5. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the impact of default to normal imputation compared with a completecase analysis (these results are presented in online supplementary appendix B, table S6. The method of default to normal imputation was used up to two missing items per score. The interobserver agreement (nurse-physician) was assessed by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient for each score.
The cohort was divided into derivation (the first 70% included patients) and validation (the remaining 30%) cohorts. In the derivation cohort, a logistic regression model with a random subject effect (general linear mixed model) to account for multiple observations per subject was performed. In this model, the fixed effects were the time t, the score at time t and the score at admission. This model allowed estimation of the predicted probability at each time t. The discriminant power of the model was estimated by the AUC associated with the predicted probabilities. The OR of each score adjusted for the score at admission and time was calculated with their 95% CI. For each score, we computed the threshold for the predicted probability, maximising the specificity for a sensitivity fixed to 90% allowing establishment of a prediction rule for calls to physician by nurses.
In the validation cohort, the AUC were calculated using the coefficients of the fixed effects estimated on the derivation cohort as done by Foulkes et al. 9 We assessed the stability of the prediction rules by computing the sensitivity and specificity corresponding to the thresholds determined in the derivation cohort. While we choose to exclude a random effect for centre from our prediction model, as it is not possible to factor this into a prediction rule for calls to the physician, we provide information on the centre differences, and the impact of centre variation on the AUC in online supplementary appendix B, table S7 and  table S8 . Analyses were performed using the observations from admission to 24 hours (as median length of stay), to 36 hours, to 48 hours and to 6 days (6 days corresponding to the 95th percentiles of the duration of the stay in PImCU).
All analyses were performed using a two-tailed test with an alpha level of 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS software V.9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA).
Exclusion criteria of the statistical analysis: patients who did not have scores at H0 or for whom no score could be computed after H0 and observations recorded after 6 days were excluded from analysis.
ethical considerations
This was an observational study which required no intervention; therefore, the institutional review board 'Société de Réanimation de Langue Française' waived the need for informed consent. All patients and their parents who were able to provide consent received written and oral information prior to the study and had the option for their data to be excluded from the study (NCT 02304341).
resulTs
Of the 2909 patients assessed for eligibility, 2636 were included. A flow chart is presented in figure 1 and patients' characteristics are listed in table 1.
The results of the comparison between excluded and included patients (234 vs 2636 patients) are presented in table 1. Of the excluded patients, 88% (205/234) were excluded because the three scores could not be calculated at least once after H0, which implies a very short duration of stay (<8 hours). These patients were older, more frequently at home before admission to the PImCU (20.9%), had a lower incidence of respiratory failure (34.6%) at admission and a lower rate of infection (41.0%) than the included patients (all p<0.05).
Reproducibility of the three scores was good: the intraclass correlation coefficients (95% CI) for PAWS, PEWS and Bedside A call to physician by nurse occurred in 1064 (7%) observations. The median scores for calls to physician by nurse were 3 (2-5) for the PAWS, 2 (0-3) for the PEWS and 5 (2-8) for the Bedside PEWS.
Performances of the three scores for predicting calls to physician by nurses on the derivation cohort are presented in table 2. These results regarded the complete scores and imputed scores with default to normal up to two missing items: sensitivity analysis results were comparable (online supplementary appendix B, table S6). AUC of the three scores were between 0.87 (≤24 hours) and 0.91 (≤6 days). Equations of probability thresholds of calls to physician, taking into account the time t, the score at t time and the score at admission are provided in table 2.
Specificities were 48% and 49% (≤24 hours) and increased to 75% and 76% (≤6 days) (table 2). Negative predictive values were excellent (98% and 99%) for all scores and at all time points (table 2) .
Each one-point increase in the PAWS, PEWS and Bedside PEWS significantly increased the risk of a physician being called (OR (95% CI): 1.37 (1.30 to 1.44), 1.57 (1.47 to 1.67) and 1.30 (1.26 to 1.35), respectively).
The prediction rule built from the derivation cohort (if the predicted probability was greater than the threshold) was applied to the validation cohort (table 3) .
AUC of the three scores were between 0.71 (PAWS≤6 days) and 0.76 (Bedside PEWS≤24 hours). Sensitivities of the three scores were maximal at H24 (76% to 81%) and decreased until day 6 (55% to 66%), while the prevalence of calls to physician also decreased from 11% to 7%. Negative predictive values were excellent (95% and 96%) for all scores and at all-time points. This probability is <7.5% (probability threshold for PAWS from admission to 48 hours): so nurse must not call physician. *Probability threshold maximising specificity for sensitivity fixed at 90%: probability computed from the general linear mixed model included the following effects: the score at time t, the score at admission and the time t. †Predictive equation for call to physician: Logit=−2.867+0.315×(score at the time t)−0.072×(score at admission)−0.016×(time t); probability of call to physician=1/(1+exp(−Logit)). ‡Predictive equation for call to physician: Logit=−2.630+0.448×(score at the time t)−0.101×(score at admission)−0.017×(time t); probability of call to physician=1/(1+exp(−Logit)). §Predictive equation for call to physician: Logit=−3.033+0.263×(score at the time t)−0.058×(score at admission)−0.015×(time t); probability of call to physician=1/(1+exp(−Logit)). AUC, area under the receiver-operating curve; Bedside PEWS, Bedside Paediatric Early Warning System; NPV, negative predictive value; PAWS, Paediatric Advanced Warning Score; PEWS, Paediatric Early Warning Score; PPV, positive predictive value. 
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dIsCussIOn
This study is the first to assess the use of paediatric EWS in PImCU in detecting deterioration of children. The discriminative ability estimated by the AUCs of the three scores for predicting calls to physician were good to excellent (range: 0.87-0.91) on the derivation cohort and were moderate (range: 0.71-0.76) on the validation cohort. Equations of probabilities thresholds of calls to physician, taking into account the score at time t, the score at admission and time t, are available. The three EWS had good interobserver reproducibilities.
PImCU are recent units in which children at high risk of deterioration are hospitalised. 1 Four systematic reviews of paediatric EWS have been published. 3 4 10 11 To develop or validate paediatric EWS, a gold standard that establishes clinical deterioration is necessary, but there is no consensus about the gold standard for this event. 3 There were multiple outcome measures: death, 12 cardiac arrest or code blue, [13] [14] [15] unplanned transfer to PICU or requirement for PICU, 6 7 15-21 a call for urgent medical assistance or rapid response system (RRS) activation [22] [23] [24] [25] and length of hospital stay 22 . However, the aim of these EWS was to identify deterioration before respiratory or cardiac arrest or transfer to a PICU. Moreover, most of these outcomes are rare events, and this affects the methodology used for the validation of EWS. In our study, the outcome variable used was call to physician by nurses in case of deterioration. This outcome is not ideal as it is influenced by numerous factors: experience of the nurse, knowledge of the patient, relationship between the nurse and the physician, ease of calling and workload. Call to physician by nurses may be a confounding factor because the collection of clinical parameters at the time of 'deterioration' depends on subjective clinical judgement by the nurse. In our study, it was not verified if call to physician by the nurse was justified. Bonafide et al in a qualitative study to identify mechanisms beyond the statistical ability of use of EWS by nurses and physician suggested that combination of EWS and clinical judgement could be a better system for detecting deterioration. 26 Jensen et al in a study interested in factors that may compromise the use of EWS in clinical practice reported the lack of clinical judgement in EWS. 27 Many EWS were retrospectively developed and their validity was evaluated using a case/control type of methodology with a number of cases fewer than 120. 7 14 15 19 20 28 29 Our study was large, prospective and multicentric, with clinical parameters of the scores (computed a posteriori) recorded for each patient at admission, every 8 hours and in case of deterioration and outcome (call to physician by the nurse) was evaluated for all collected scores. So there is a dependent relationship between regular observations evaluated by the nurse either every 8 hours or at any time of the stay. In current practice, a score to detect deterioration that is repeated at regular intervals is more relevant than a single score. We have used an update methodology for repeated measures. However, a score threshold could not be identified in this mixed model due to repeated measures in the same patient. The thresholds that have been proposed for EWS are variable and cannot be compared with each other. 4 Using the outcome cardiac arrest, RRS activation or PICU admission, in case/control studies, thresholds proposed for the Bedside PEWS were ≥7 and ≥ 8. 7 14 16 17 28 For different modified PEWS, the proposed thresholds were between ≥2 and ≥5 6 13 14 18 19 29 and for PAWS ≥3. 5 Two prospective studies used PICU admission as the outcome: the threshold was ≥1 for PEWS 30 and ≥3 for the PAWS. 31 Sieger et al analysed the validity of different EWS in 17 943 children and observed that the optimal threshold to calculate sensitivity and specificity for PICU admission was low (threshold at 1), except for the Bedside PEWS, which had a threshold of 3: AUCs were 0.77 for the PAWS, 0.79 for the PEWS and 0.82 for the Bedside PEWS. 32 In our study, AUCs of the three scores were good to excellent (0.87-0.91) for the derivation cohorts and moderate (0.71-0.76) for the validation cohorts. On the validation cohort, sensitivity decreased (from 76%-81% to 55%-66%) and specificity increased over time for the three scores (from 46%-50% to 69-76). Mulherin et al indicated that sensitivity and specificity subgroup variations were not a bias but was clinically relevant information to be identified and reported. 33 These authors suggested replacing the term 'spectral bias' by 'spectrum effect' that reflects the heterogeneity in the test performance when applied to different subgroups, like in our study that included different subgroups regarding length of PImCU stay. These three scores seem to better detect deterioration at the beginning of the stay and their performances decreased over time; this may be related to the stabilisation of patients, thus requiring fewer calls to physician throughout the stay.
The reproducibility of the three scores was good (coefficient range: 0.81-0.86). Few studies have analysed the interobserver reproducibility of these EWS: Chaiyakulsil and Pandee 31 reported a good inter-rater reliability (kappa=0.75) for the PAWS and Gold et al 30 reported an excellent inter-rater reliability (intraclass coefficient=0.91) for the PEWS.
None of the three scores appeared to be better than the others for detecting deterioration. However, the PAWS may be preferred for quick initial assessment in emergency care or in the ward because blood pressure measurement is not necessary. The Bedside PEWS has the advantage of considering oxygen saturation and oxygen supply, contrary to the PAWS, which only considers oxygen saturation, but it does not include any neurological assessment. The PEWS is divided into three categoriesrespiratory, circulatory and neurological, corresponding to the different types of organ failure and, thus, seems easier to use.
Sambeeck et al in a cross-sectional survey revealed that the use of 45 different EWS scores in Dutch hospitals can lead to a false sense of security and recommended to establish a national working group to coordinate implementation of an EWS usable for both general and university hospitals. 34 A recent review emphasised that despite widespread use, the evidence base for EWS remains limited because there is no consensus of the most effective EWS and there exists a lack of robust, valid and clinically meaningful outcomes. 35 In the evaluating processes of care and outcomes of children in hospital (EPOCH) Randomised Clinical Trial, including 144 539 patients, the effect of the Bedside PEWS intervention was assessed on all-cause hospital mortality and late admission to PICU, cardiac arrest and ICU resource use. Despite this large number of patients, to compensate the low number of events/outcome, responsible for the lack of robustness on the validity of the EWS, the Bedside PEWS intervention did not significantly decrease all-cause mortality, compared with usual care. 36 Some studies have proposed other approaches to test paediatrics EWS: Jensen et al conducted a multicentre, randomised controlled trial, comparing two different EWS models to predict deterioration requiring transfer to a higher level of care. 37 In this study, despite a large number of enrolled patients (n=16 213), 22 unplanned transfers to a higher level of care were identified. No significant difference between the two scores (Bedside PEWS and CDR PEWS) was identified but CDR PEWS seemed more acceptable to staff. 37 Thomas-Jones et al proposed a prospective, mixed-methods, before and after studybased approach to improvement. This study is still ongoing. 38 We propose another approach: the use of a prediction rule taking into account the EWS on admission and at the time t when the deterioration occurs, rather than a score threshold or an escalation algorithm indicating the care-team action. 36 limitations First, there are missing data. The score was calculated considering the missing values (1 or 2) as normal. How are managed missing data not often explained. For the Bedside PEWS, Parshuram et al 16 took the most recent recorded data when the corresponding data were missing 16 . Some authors attributed normal values whatever the number of missing parameters. 5 14 15 Others used a multiple imputation model. 31 32 In our study, multiple imputation was not used because this would have added repetition in a model in which there were already repeated measurements. Second, although this study was multicentric, it included seven PImCU of regional hospitals from the same region, which may represent a recruitment bias. Patients between centres could be different. However, the potential centre effect could not be added as random effect in the model because it would not allow to obtain a rule of predictive decision for the call to physician by the nurse. Furthermore, when
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we adjusted to the centre, the discriminant power evaluated by the AUC was similar. Moreover, the patients included in our study were admitted to PImCU not attached in PICU and these patients may be different (maybe less severe) from the patients hospitalised in PImCU attached to PICU. As reported by Plate et al, there is a great diversity of these ImCU. 2 A focus on HDC for children in the UK recommends to separate three care level for activity of these HDC (level 1: enhanced care unit, level 2: critical care unit, level 3: intensive care unit). Our population would correspond to level 1 or 2. 39 This could explain our transfer rate to PICU (3%), barely higher than that reported by Sieger et al in an emergency department (2%). 32 Third, because we used a methodology for repeated measures, we do not provide an absolute threshold value but equations of probability thresholds for calls to a physician, taking into account the score at time t, the score at admission and time t are available.
COnClusIOn
This prospective multicentre observational study indicates that three EWS (PAWS, PEWS and Bedside PEWS) initially developed for children admitted to paediatric wards or presenting to the emergency departments can be used in PImCU to predict the need for medical intervention. Further studies are needed in different contexts and different countries to validate the usefulness of EWS with a prediction rule for call to physician in case of deterioration.
